
FUSION’S MOST AFFORDABLE, 
COMPACT ‘TRUE MARINE’

 STEREO EVER.

The MS-RA50 is FUSION’s most compact marine stereo ever. 
The MS-RA50 has a shallow mounting depth of 55mm (2 1/8”),  
perfect for space conscious installations on small boats and 
personal  watercraft, where this is especially crucial. Not only  
is the MS-RA50 compact in size, it features iPod® or iPhone® 
music playback and FUSION’s innovative easy to use music  
interface, usually only found in FUSION’s premium models.

A ‘True Marine’ alternative to the standard car stereos you 
find installed on many small boats, FUSION’s MS-RA50 is  
designed and engineered specifically for use on the water, so 
it complies  with IPx5 water resistant standards. The MS-RA50 
is equipped with a rugged electrically isolated aluminium die 
cast chassis, to maintain isolation between battery negative 
and the hull of your metal boat. The chassis of the MS-RA50 
acts as a heat sink for the entire stereo, removing the need  
for an external cooling fan.

COMPACT ‘TRUE MARINE’ STEREO

MS-RA50

55mm	 2	1/8"

3 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
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KEY FEATURES:
AM/FM/AUX/iPod/iPhone
Single Zone System - able to power a pair of speakers with ease.
Left and Right Line Out for connection to an external amplifier
Daylight viewable 2.3-inch LCD Display
Key (button) illumination adjustable plus LCD Contrast/Brightness
Powerful 32-bit processor
Complies with IPx5 water resistant standards front and rear
Super compact 55mm (2 1/8”) shallow mount design
Made for iPod and iPhone
Complete control of the iPod Music Library on the FUSION MS-RA50  
 • Fully integrated iPod user interface.
 • Add the Marine dock (MS-IPDOCKG2) for iPod music 
 playback, or use FUSION iPod cable (MS-IP15L3)
Amazingly Simple Controls — most operations are controlled  
by the Rotary Encoder
Multi language user interface — 
English, French, Italian, German, Spanish and Dutch.

© Copyright 2012 by FUSION Electronics Limited. All rights reserved. Product specifications, design and prices are subject to change without notice. Product availability may vary between sales regions and may 
change. Complete warranty information shipped with each product.  iPhone and iPod are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. “Made for iPod,” “Made for iPhone,” mean that an 
electronic accessory has been designed to connect specifically to iPod and iPhone respectively, and has been certified by the developer to meet Apple performance standards. Apple is not responsible for the 

operation of this device or its compliance with safety and regulatory standards. Please note that the use of this accessory with iPod or iPhone may affect wireless performance.

EASY TO USE
Nearly all operations are controlled through the large Rotary Encoder, ensuring FUSION’s ‘True Marine’ User Interface is 
simple and easy to use. The large 2.3” daylight viewable LCD screen displays easy to read text and makes menu navigation 
a breeze. The MS-RA50 has adjustable contrast and brightness for optimum viewing.

MADE FOR iPod AND iPhone
The FUSION MS-RA50 offers complete control of the iPod music library through 
the fully integrated iPod user interface. Connect an iPod or iPhone via the optional  
MS-IP15L3 cable to the rear of the unit, or house the iPod or iPhone in the optional 
water resistant dock (MS-IPDOCKG2), for the ultimate ease of use whilst protecting 
your Apple® device from the elements. iPod track, album and artist information is 
displayed on the LCD screen of the MS-RA50.

INCOMING CALL ALERT 
When the current music source playing is iPhone, an incoming call will mute 
the audio and your ringtone will play through the speakers. You’ll never miss  
a call on the water again.

AUDIO PLAYBACK
Audio Sources Include: AM / FM / iPod / iPhone and AUX (To Connect a MP3 Player).
AM or FM Radio Data System (RDS) information is displayed on the LCD display. 

MOUNTING ACCESSORY
Often in smaller or metal vessels it is not always possible to bulkhead mount your  
marine stereo. The MS-HUGMS gimble mount allows the MS-RA50 to be installed 
easily, anywhere on your vessel (sold separately).

MS-IPDOCKG2

MS-HUGMS
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
GENERAL
Operating voltage    10 – 16 VDC
Fuse rating     10 Amp
POWER	OUTPUT
Maximum     40W x 2
Pre-Output Voltage    3V

iPod	Connectivity
MS-RA50 (MS-IP15L3 cable)
MS-IPDOCKG2 (Sleeve)

Made	for:
iPhone 4
iPhone 3GS
iPhone 3

iPod touch (2nd, 3rd and 4th generation)
iPod nano (4th, 5th and 6th generation)
iPod classic

DIMENSIONS:
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